
VERY  IMPORTANT  !!!!!!!! 
 
 

YOUR PORTABLE LOOP NEEDS CHARGING 

FOR 24 HOURS IMMEDIATELY UPON RECEIPT 

 

 

 

Please read the Information and Instruction Sheet for 

day to day operation of the system 



  CILP-10 Portable Induction loop System 

Information and Instruction sheet 

Operation of Unit 

Place the main unit on the desk or counter top between the member of staff and the user of the hearing 

aid. The rear of the unit, with the integral microphone, should face towards the staff member and the 

front, with “T” label, towards the customer. See diagram at the bottom of this page. 

Switch the system on using the ON/OFF switch on the left hand side of the rear of the main unit. 

Adjust the position of the main unit to optimize the benefit to the customer according to their particular 

hearing loss, while still maintaining ease of use of both microphone and displays for the member of 

staff. 

During normal operation, while conversations are taking place, the status LED will flash green in relation 

to the speech, indicating to the staff member that the unit is working. 

When the batteries are fully charged the system will operate for at least 24 hours. 

The status LED will flash red periodically if the battery charge becomes low. If this occurs the unit should 

be charged by connecting the power adaptor provided to the socket labeled PWR on the rear. This may 

be done while the system is in operation.  

If the system is used for prolonged discussions it is recommended that the unit is put on charge 

overnight to ensure that it is ready for use on the next occasion. Similarly, if the system is not used for a 

while it would be good practice to recharge the unit periodically, say once per month. 

When the device is charging the status LED on the rear panel will glow red continuously.   
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 Designed to help communication with people wearing a     

hearing aid that has a "T" facility 
 

 Portable and Easy to carry.  
 

 Quick and simple to set up 
 

 Integral microphone 
 

 External Microphone Socket 
 

 Elegant and robust ABS plastic construction 
 

 Battery powered with greater than 24 hours use from full charge. 
 

 Plug in power adaptor for recharging and continuous use 
 

 Led indications of speech and low charge battery condition 

 

______________________________________________________ 
As part of a continuous product improvement programme, we reserve the right 

to alter specifications without prior notice. 


